Women’s Historic Site Interview Template

1. When was ______ insert the name of the historic site_____ established, by who, and what was their purpose in establishing this place as a historic site?

2. Will you explain how ______ insert the name of the historic site_______ helps commemorate or perpetuate the memory of ______insert the name of the person, people, or event_______?

3. Does ______ insert the name of the historic site_____ have any special objects, buildings, or other items that help bring this history to life?

4. Do you have any recommendations on databases or locations to search for quality primary or secondary sources on topics related to this site or women’s history more generally?

5. How do you believe visiting your site can help visitors put together the context surrounding ______insert the name of person, people, or event_______?

6. How can a National History Day participant use your site to address the theme, ______insert the theme_______, especially relating to women’s history?

7. How can people learn more about your site if they are too far away to travel there?